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  . . humor, charm, and heart! Description of Other Download Formats Need a manual? We'll help you navigate through the menu's with our complete user guide Update Notes : Version 1.1.9 - Minor optimization in the Graphics and Audio Engine. - It is now possible to switch between the Characters and the Town map modes. - You can now change the Names of your characters by pressing CTRL +
F1 or CTRL + F2 during battle. - Adjusted the ordering of the skills/weapons in the character skill list. - Improved the way the Icon preview and description appear. - "Scene 1" has been added to the scenes that cannot be accessed from any menu. - When two characters hold weapons, their AI should now be more sophisticated. - When multiple characters have their Attention Turned On, their AI

should now be more sophisticated. - One weapon should now be sufficient to win the game. - The characters will now move to the next dialog when they are successfully sent back to the character's room by the other characters. - The Characters' dialogues should now be more appropriate. - You can now select the previous Level of Difficulty and change the number of times the characters will attack
on an enemy. - You can now receive the Location/Object Name of the enemy, the character's current stat or the attack's damage bonus using the "Friend" button. - You can now customize the Camera Angle. - Minor bugs were fixed. - A music bug was fixed. - A minor bug was fixed. - You can now select the character to receive the special thanks reward, the reward item or the trophy. - You can now
switch to the "Oppo-Tile" dialog in the Character menu. - You can now receive the Random Title reward after you complete the chapter's objectives. - The "Friend" button should now be displayed at the top left corner of the keyboard, as usual. - You can now unlock the "Revelation" scene after the scenario is completed. - You can now re-enable the warning messages if they appear to be disabled in

the menu. - A minor bug was fixed 520fdb1ae7
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